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Welcome to Joon edition of ChairmanÊs Chat

LAST MEETINGS

May

Well, there is only one way to report our first ever virtual meeting – it was

Totally Brilliant

A massive thanks to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their inspiration, planning, and 
simply incredible efforts in creating and putting together the first ever Virtual Meeting not just 
by our branch but by any branch of Air-Britain. From inception to actuality at 8pm on Tuesday 
5th May in a matter of a few days. Well done indeed.

I am advised that as at a week ago each of the videos had been viewed 70 times, within a week 
there had been 800 views on FB and inside just 2 days our website received over 1,000 hits to 
view the images and that figure had nearly doubled by end of the month. 

Andy arranged and managed the real time quiz and perhaps it was no surprise that the top 2 
places were Phil Kemp with 32 points and Nigel Kemp on 31 points. What I found most 
encouraging was the fact that 4 of the top 10 scores were by non-attendees of our „physical‰ 
branch meetings and it is to be hoped that they will join as in St. JohnÊs Church Hall when 
circumstances permit.



June

Our 2nd Virtual Meeting on June 2nd featured our inaugural illustrated and narrated presentation
with Andy GoldsmithÊs „M40 Meander‰, an edited version of a talk previously made at a branch
meeting but updated and created for on-line viewing. I know that Andy spent literally days of 
trial and error putting this presentation together but wow, wasnÊt it tremendous. 

We then followed with our usual STN review before some of yours trulyÊs photos of Latin 
American registered aircraft, some of Nick ChallonerÊs great pics at RIAT 1993/94, and finally 
„D-Day Daks‰ which was a combined showing of images taken by Andy and Michael Hibbins. 
The brief narrations and theme music certainly enhanced the experience.

For those who missed the meeting then it will remain on the FB page for a while but is also 
already posted to our website http://airbritainbranch.wordpress.com/june-2020-virtual-meeting

One not featured in „Birds of Latin America‰ 
XA-UEH BAe 125 Srs.800A taken in 2008 by myself at Edmonton International on an Air-Britain tour

STANSTED SCENE

MAG has announced new rules at STN for passengers and workers in light of the ongoing 
Covid-19 and now all passengers travelling through the airport are required to wear gloves and
facial coverings.

Photos below thanks to Andy Goldsmith, emphasizing the preponderance of freight traffic using
STN at the present time



HB-ALN  ATR.42 of Zimex Aviation on 13th May

TC-LJO Boeing 777-FF2 of THY on 13th May



HL7620 Boeing 747-48EF of Asiana on 28th May

Ryanair – possibly in response to WizzAir recommencing some schedules from LTN, RYR has 
announced it is adding Bucharest, Sofia and Porto its very limited current flight schedule

Unsurprising to read that Routes online report that Air Senegal have delayed the proposed 
STN flight; bookings will be available on/after 02/02/2021

7 May - MAG announced that passengers using Stansted, Manchester and East Midlands will be 
required to cover their faces and wear gloves due to Covid-19.

17 May - At approx 19.45 ATC gave permission for 2 Quik flexwings, G-LPIN and G-CIGG, to 
carry out a low approach and overshoot whilst en-route to the home base at Sandy.  They 
joined the centre-line at about a 3 mile final and broke west after passing the 04 threshold at 
approx 1000 and 1200 feet respectively. (thanks to Phil Kemp.)

I must say I never thought IÊd be showing a Flexwing picture under „Stansted Scene‰.
G-CIGG was not actually on STN approach when this photo was taken!



Other GA overflights during the month included our Cover Star Aeropro Eurofox 3K G-
CLDT which flew down the runway at 300ft on a flight from Headcorn on May 28th which
also took in London City and Luton plus Aeronca 11AC Chief G-BRXF on May 20th (both

photos thanks to Michael Jones)

26 May – an unusual sight this evening was four Laudamotion A320 in almost a stream landing 
at STN, all passing low near to me in Billericay on their extended base leg which made it 
especially memorable! All were returning off lease as Lauda owner Ryanair has closed down 
their Vienna base reportedly after Lauda staff, perhaps unsurprisingly, refused a 50% pay cut. On
the 27th a further 8 A320 arrived for storage.

Stansted Nostalgia

Taken in late 1975 by Andy Goldsmith, Britannia 253, EI-BDC.
 Delivered in 1959 to 99 Sqdn as XL639 „Atria‰and wfu by the RAF in October 1975. 

Note B17 G-BEDF and the executive configured 
ex Air Commerz Boeing 707-138B N790SA in the background.



After storage at RAF Kemble XL639 was sold to Guinness Peat Avtn. in February 1976 and 
registered EI-BDC. However, it did not enter service until after the sale to Airline Engineering 
in February 1977 with whom it had a chequered life with multiple leases including Cyprus 
Airways (twice) before being sold again just 11 months later in January 1978 to Redcoat Air 
Cargo. Re-registered as G-BRAC „Christian‰ it had a starring role (along with G-AOVS) in the 
1978 BBC TV series „Buccaneer‰.  Unfortunately there was a tragic end to this aircraft as on 
16 February 1980, just after take-off on a return flight from Boston, in severe icing plus 
extreme turbulence, G-BRAC crashed killing 6 of the 7 persons on board.

Some of the Covid-19 Related Events in May

THG Air - More than just surprising has been the announcement of this new UK. Owned by 
The Hut Group (THG) this new cargo operation will bring two aircraft into service by the end
of 2020 mainly to serve Asian markets. Unfortunately for us they will base them at Manchester. 

1 May - Ryanair has said it is set to cut 3,000 jobs - 15% of its workforce (mainly flight crew 
including pilots) - as it restructures to cope with the coronavirus pandemic.  There were likely 
to be pay cuts of up to 20% for remaining staff.  RYR expects to report a net loss of more than
€100m (£87m) for the first three months of the year, with further losses in the second quarter.
It expects to operate just 1% of its scheduled flights during May and June.

1 May – Heathrow CEO states that passenger traffic fell 97% in April compared with March to 
just 206,324 passengers. 

1 May – American Airlines announced plans to accelerate the retirement of around 100 aircraft,
as „flying schedules and aircraft needs are fine-tuned during this period of record low demand‰. 
The carrier said that the „unique step‰ would see it retire some of its older, less-fuel efficient 
aircraft sooner than originally planned, being their A330-300, B757-200, B767-300ER, Embraer 
E190 and Bombardier CRJ200 fleets. AAÊs narrowbody fleet will be simplified to just two types 
– the Airbus A320 and Boeing B737 families.



1 May – WizzAir re-commenced limited passenger services to LTN

5 May – Virgin Atlantic announce they are to end operations at Gatwick; this follows British 
AirwayÊs earlier indication that it may too end its operations at LGW.  Virgin is to shed 30% of 
its 10,000 workforce and reduce its fleet from 45 aircraft to 35 by summer 2022. Later in the 
month they announced that following the UKÊs new mandatory 14 day self-isolation rule for 
incoming international arrivals the planned re-start of some passenger operations was now 
postponed until 12th July. 

7 May - Heathrow Airport - with perfect timing! - has been granted permission to appeal a 
block on its plans for a third runway. In February the Court of Appeal found the government 
decision to allow the plans to go ahead was unlawful but the Supreme Court has now given 
permission for an appeal to go ahead. An airport spokesman said: "Responding to the impacts 
of Covid-19 is our priority right now.  We do believe that once the benefits of air travel and 
connectivity have been restored in years to come, an expanded Heathrow will be required."

7 May - British Airways owner IAG said it is planning for a "meaningful return" of flights in July 
at the earliest if lockdown measures are relaxed.  However, IAG - which also owns Iberia and 
Aer Lingus - said these plans were "highly uncertain", and were subject to various travel 
restrictions. IAG said it did not expect passenger demand, which has been hit by the pandemic, 
to recover before 2023.

10 May – Avianca files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.

12 May - Ryanair announced plans to reintroduce 40% of its flights from 1 July, subject to travel
restrictions being lifted and safety measures being brought in at airports. The airline will 
operate nearly 1,000 flights a day, bringing back nearly its entire pre-Covid 19 route network. 
RYR will ask its passengers to check in online and bring fewer bags, while they will also have to 
download their boarding pass to a smartphone. On arrival at the airport, people will have their
temperature checked and will have to wear a face mask or covering at all times in the terminal 
and on planes.

12 May - International Airlines Group (IAG) CEO Willie Walsh admitted to the UK Transport 
Committee that he doesnÊt expect operations to return to pre-COVID-19 levels until 2024 at 
the latest. Remember what he said just 2 months earlier - the coronavirus epidemic will have 
only a marginal impact on global travel demand.

20 May – Norwegian, one of my favourite airlines in recent years to use crossing the Atlantic 
has been saved from its seemingly inevitable collapse but at a huge cost, financially, staffing and 
in fleet numbers. Aircraft lessors have taken control after converting lease obligations into 
share capital and the Norwegian government has provided an additional US$ 271 mio package. 
The recovery plan will see Norwegian initially operating just 7 aircraft compared to nearly 150 
pre coronavirus crisis, and not building up to 110-120 aircraft until 2022.



EI-FYA Boeing 737-MAX 8 „Sir Freddie Laker‰

21 May – easyJet said it will resume some flights on 15 June, with all passengers and cabin crew
told to wear face masks amid the coronavirus pandemic. The airline announced that it would 
restart a "small number" of routes where there is enough customer demand and that the initial
schedule will include domestic routes across the UK and France

22 May – 14 Day Quarantine.  Priti Patel the MP for Witham announced that from 8th June 
anyone entering the UK will have to self-isolate for 14 days with some limited exceptions 
which includes hauliers and freight workers  and this, presumably, encompasses  flight crew on 
cargo Âplanes. Those arriving from the Republic of Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of 
Man will be exempt. This will impact heavily on the likes of Wizz, Ryanair, easyJet, BA, etc who 
all planned to start/ramp up flights in June.

26 May –To save it from collapse Lufthansa agrees a rescue deal worth €9bn (£8bn) with the 
German government that will see it take a 20% stake in the airline, which it intends to sell 
before the end of 2023. In addition the government will also inject €5.7bn in non-voting capital 

and part of these funds can be converted into an additional 5% equity stake, which would 
enable the government to veto any potential hostile takeover bids. 

26 May – LATAM filed for Chapter 11 to protect it from creditors and allow it to reorganise, 
but yet another major airline in considerable financial stress.

28 May – easyJet announced a 30% reduction in jobs and a fleet reduction of 51. Their forecast 
is that seat demand will not return to 2019 levels until 2023.



Maybe post Covid you will fancy spending all that money you saved by staying at home, then 
how about chartering an ACJ320neo for a dayÊs spotting and photography at, say, Newark or, 
even better, Teterboro. Only question would be who was going to share the double bed with 
you during the overnight return flight!

This interior is from G-KELT which visited Stansted on June 1st

Non-Covid!!!  28May saw Cessna 208B N32EL take to the Moses Lake, WA skies for the first
time since being converted to an all-electric propulsion system, the Magnix Magni500 which

generates some750hp.  Dubbed the eCaravan there is an (over) ambitious programme to bring
more converted airframes into commercial service next year.



What, When or Where??? 

Clue - This aircraft has a topical name

Last MonthÊs answer was Dave DrimmerÊs „plane-boat‰ Cosmic Muffin, made from Howard 
HughesÊ prized Boeing B-307. The airplane (NC19904) was originally bought by industrialist 
and aviation pioneer Howard Hughes in 1939 for $315,000 ($5.85 million at 2020 
equivalent)as part of his purchase of Trans World Airlines (TWA). Hughes transformed it into a 
„flying penthouse‰ with a master bedroom, two bathrooms, a galley, a bar and a large living 
room. After that, the airplane changed hands numerous times. At one point during 1963 or 
1964, the then owner, aircraft broker Joseph MacCaughtry took a $40,000 loan out to fix it, 
then defaulted, after which the bank removed everything of value from the plane including the 
engines. From then until 1969 it was left derelict, abandoned, open, and unlocked. Deemed un-
flyable in 1969, HughesÊ former Âflying officeÊ was rescued from the landfill by Fort Lauderdale 
Realtor and pilot Kenneth W. London whose winning bid at auction was a mere $62! London 
then spent the next four years transforming it into an exotic houseboat. He lived in the boat 
until 2000 but in 2018 donated it to the Florida Air Museum, Lakeland.



 

 



Arrival at the Florida Air Museum – those familiar with the museum will immediately recognise
the PA-47 PiperJet and Convair XF2Y Sea Dart in the background. 



AVIATION ANAGRAMS

This monthÊs aircraft type teaser is = AXLE BP REGLOSS 
And the airline teaser is = LACIER SEMINARIAN 
And, for a change, an aircraft manufacturer teaser  = ANCHORMAN TERI 

Last  monthÊs aircraft type teaser - DEREK NIP OFF SHIRK = Fokker Friendship
Last monthÊs airline teasers – AH NECTARINES = China Eastern 

 and SENIOR UNHATCH = China Southern



NEXT MEETING

Our third Virtual Meeting will commence at 8pm on Tuesday 7th July on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/AirBritainStanstedBranch

It is viewable by everybody even those who are not registered on Facebook

N.B. This arrangement is subject to change as Michael and Andy seek improved delivery  
methodology so look out for my emails prior to the meeting

Looking further ahead, you may recall that our August meeting will have a bias towards the 
centenary of Douglas Aircraft so please sort out a few pictures and send them to Andy and he 
will select what he feels are the most representative cross section from the Douglas years. 
Please only submit images you have taken yourself – nothing from the internet! With our much
wider audience for virtual meeting we must be needful of copyright. 



History Corner - June 2nd     D-Day 1944





SELF-ISOLATION QUIZ 

Nothing cryptic this time, just a matter of do you know or not!  But a big „Well Done‰ to both
Nigel and Andy for working out the answer to last monthÊs Cryptic Quiz. Answers were sent 
out separately. How did you get on, or are quizzes not for you?

On the next few pages are the tail fins of 21 airlines that use A320 series aircraft. 
 Simply, what is the airline that has/had this colour scheme on its fins?

Answers to follow next month

This is not part of the quiz but just a very colourful A320 of Danish Air Transport



1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9



       10      11           12 (ignore German flag)

13 14 15

16 17 18



19 20 21

And 3 Bonus Points for this operator, type and registration!!!

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............



Thanks to the unknown photographers whose images I have included and my Special Thanks, as always,
to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and assistance.

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


